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Abstract:

Human skeletal material from archaeological sites is the most important source of evidence about embodied experience, habitual behaviors, and aspects of health in past people. Within bioarchaeology’s broad area of inquiry, analysis of mortuary behavior (particularly when combined with paleopathology) is potentially the most critical tool for archaeologists to reconstruct ritual and meaning in the past. This work typically combines embodiment and practice theory to examine the importance of ritual, its contours, and its social function. This chapter asks what we mean by “ritual” and how “ritual” emerges from mortuary artifacts and features. This chapter seeks to move away from mortuary ritual as a distinct category of behavior in the Indus context, separate from a secular life in the urban environment. I argue that mortuary behavior for individuals in the Indus civilization varies because of the nature of the heterogeneous populations that occupied these urban settlements but perhaps also that mortuary and other ritual behaviors in the Indus civilization were entangled, enmeshed, and interacted with the everyday heterogeneity of people’s life in the urban environment. While there is no common tradition apparent within or among all Indus cities, what is clear is that the urban lifestyle and environment participated in creating diverse rituals performed in a funerary context and that participation would contribute to memories of the cities long after their decline. Evidence is drawn from mortuary archaeology and objects, bodies and emergent behaviors, pathophysiology and health. These ritual and everyday dimensions of life in South Asia’s first urban period speak to the deepest anthropological questions we can ask about meaning in the past and how it was lived in the urban context.
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Chapter:

3.1 Ritual and Everyday Life in Urban Communities
Mortuary rituals and traditions emerge from the archaeological record with reasonable consistency for the small villages of rural India’s prehistory—the cemeteries of mid-Holocene foragers of the Gangetic Plains; across villages of west-central India in the second millennium BCE; and the Neolithic Ashmounds of South India. In fact, sometimes mortuary ritual has been the only consistent feature across periods of substantial sociocultural change and subsistence transition (Raczek 2003). There is arguably much less in the way of uniformity in the mortuary archaeology of the mature Indus civilization (2600–1900 BCE), the first urban period in South Asia (Fig. 3.1). This is ironic given that the Indus civilization is famous for certain kinds of uniformity—large cities were built with uniform planning, brick sizes, weights and measures, seals and signs—spanning one-million square kilometers of territory. Unlike contemporaneous classical Egyptian or Bronze Age Arabian sites, where there are clear mortuary traditions and a small range of variation around those practices, gender or social class-based differences for example, the Urban Period of the Indus Age (c. 2600–1900 BCE) is primarily characterized by a bewildering array of variation and diverse mortuary practices.

**Figure 3.1.** Map of Indus cities considered in this chapter. (Adapted from Shinde et al. 2018a)
The term urban refers here to the Latin urbs (city, or town) and urbana or urbanus (of the city) (https://latin-dictionary.net/definition/38160/urbanus-urbana-urbanum). In The Archaeology of Urban Landscapes, Monica Smith (2014, p. 308) describes the phenomenon of urbanization as having occurred relatively rapidly in the human career, compared to other transitions like food production that took several millennia. She defines the urban center as population aggregations whose archaeological dimensions materially record the historical, sociocultural, politico-economic and ritual interactions of their inhabitants. While these are bounded spaces, they are also intimately connected to the surrounding landscape because they rely on “outer” lands for food and other resources, including immigrants. Urban centers and their hinterlands are in relationship, one that is not purely extractive or exploitative and the size of a settlement does not always predict its relative prominence or centrality. Smith also mentions that the archaeological study of urban ritual landscapes is underdeveloped but clearly, there are examples of urban ritual centers or ritual infrastructure that can serve as anchors for spiritual or religious meaning, venues for interaction, and that can transcend the boundaries of the city to serve as pilgrimage sites (p. 311).

One reasonable explanation for the noted variation in Indus mortuary behavior might simply be that urban phenomenon—that Indus cities were comprised of an incredibly heterogeneous living population of immigrants from across a vast area, people who brought with them to the cities their diverse traditions for dealing with death and maintained those over time. This idea is supported by archaeological and bioarchaeological evidence. Many Indus cities were built on sterile soil\(^1\) around 2600 BCE and then were rapidly occupied by tens of thousands of people, sometimes within a span of less than a century (Shinde 2016). Isotopic analysis has demonstrated that many of the males buried in the Indus city of Harappa’s Urban Period cemetery were immigrants (Kenoyer et al. 2013). I would add that when these immigrants arrived in the urban spaces of “accelerated producer-consumer dynamics“(Smith 2012), these built environments were largely devoid of public, monumental, ritual architecture. The people of the Indus civilization came to occupy cities that were effectively a spiritual blank slate—literally built on sterile soil and with no public ritual spaces—and over the centuries, while the inhabitants adopted many standardized measures, weights, a uniform script, brick sizes, and construction techniques, they never adopted a common, formal, prescribed mortuary ritual between individuals within one cemetery or between different cemeteries at different cities in this territory known as a “civilization.”

This chapter seeks to describe variation in mortuary behavior at Indus cities and considers two main ideas. The first is the idea that “Indus mortuary treatment“ is so diverse because “Indus people” were not buried here; the civilization was fundamentally a temporary economic phenomenon enacted by people who retained separate identities—which had developed in their natal villages all over South and West Asia—even after centuries inhabiting shared urban environments. These types of questions about identity—or in this case, the lack of a coherent identity—are often addressed using mortuary archaeology, that “dense forest of symbols” (Rosaldo 1989, p. 167) that elucidates not just the meaning of death and grief but more

---

\(^1\) Possehl (2002: 50) claims 755 of 1058 (71%) of Indus cities were built on “virgin soil” and 324 (62%) Early Harappan (3300–2600 BCE) sites were abandoned prior to the Mature Period (2600–1900 BCE). He explained this pattern using the concept of a nihilistic ideology.
importantly, the meaning of life, community, social structure, relations, and culture in past societies. Typically, bioarchaeologists try to infer the meaning of mortuary “rituals”—symbolic, formal, prescribed, structured, and repetitive behaviors that appear primarily symbolic, communicative (or performative), and as intended to exert control. However, although repetitive routines may emerge in the archaeological record, it is reductionist to reduce the concept of ritual to something that “…more resemble[s] a recipe, a fixed program, or a book of etiquette than an open-ended human process.” (Rosaldo 1989, p. 172). Archaeologists must not assume rituals to be “deep or conventional, or immediately transformative or but a single step in a lengthy series of ritual and everyday events” (Rosaldo 1989, p. 174).

Just as the emotions of death are not confined to the circumstances of death—the emotions of grief, sadness, loss, fear, and loneliness are experienced in a variety of contexts—"ritual“, too, is not always a distinct category of behavior reserved for spiritual, symbolic moments in dedicated spaces (Brück 1999). In fact, symbolic, formal, prescribed, structured, repetitive, communicative (or performative) behaviors that are intended to exert control are suffused throughout the repertoire of daily activities in human life: from cooking, to “getting ready” for bed, to participating in academic faculty meetings. The mundane contains irrational elements and thus “ritual” performance and attempts to control are entangled in all spheres of human life, experience, and society. Mortuary treatment is a fundamental dimension of human existence and an intimate human moment that matters but it is also part of mundane, everyday action and routine (Nilson Stutz 2003, p. 19).

That brings me to the second point I would like to consider using Indus mortuary evidence: to understand the lack of a single “Indus mortuary tradition“, perhaps we must discard dualistic thinking inherent to distinguishing ritual from mundane, rational structure from spiritual relations in the Indus context. To understand what that would look like we can turn to contemporary South Asia, where a million little religious traditions, god and goddesses, are hosted in processional performances of ritual throughout the city streets, as participants move together in embodied devotional performances (Srinivas 2004). All of the city’s inhabitants may not be involved in a specific devotional procession but all of the inhabitants’ senses are involved in a moving devotion that invokes a “kinesthetic imagination” (Srinivas 2004, p. 29): an effigy of the deity is built from clay, colorfully decorated, transported in the midst of a crowded field of music, recitations, scents, bodily contact, and food offerings (prasad). The locations of temples within the urban environment are spotlighted but the civic and the sacred intermingle in a ritual landscape and memories of these rituals and “sacredness“ are tied to specific urban locations that would not seem spiritual unless one was aware of their significance; street corners, lanes, and niches between buildings take on ritual significance. Local recent history is staged and frames of reference enacted. The social memory of these processions is infused with intersecting human social relations, human-environmental interactions, urban experiences, and access to resources, such as water.

During the Indus Age, it is often mentioned that there is no archaeological evidence for a common spiritual or religious tradition; there is no public architectural feature that has obvious religious connotations; and there are instead small items of devotion—figurines and other homemade, handheld items for personal, familial, or small group devotion in the home, the place of work, the everyday spaces that individuals occupy. One might argue that if there is no
apparent ritual architecture or infrastructure in Indus cities, and if we agree that “Indus people” do not share a coherent, normative burial tradition, then perhaps this is because of a deep intermingling of the sacred and the mundane. If this were the case, it might emerge archaeologically as a lack of defined ritual spaces—large, public, monumental architectural spaces were not required. Perhaps, like the villages and cities of modern India, the entirety of the city was the space for ritual; any given street, structure, or other space in the urban environment could be simultaneously mundane and a deeply spiritual ritual space where ritual performance had intermingled with everyday activities and peoples’ experiences. The sheer fact of the heterogeneous population of immigrants and the lack of shared formal traditional spaces and mortuary rituals, might suggest that these cities were both entirely suffused with individual spiritual practices and at the same time, devoid of communal memories of religious devotion.

Rituals are always embodied practices that explore memories (Hallam and Hockey 2001), so if each urban environment is the ritual canvas for thousands of little traditions, then any space within the city could hold the memories of ritual significance. If we apply this concept to the question of why Indus mortuary tradition is so highly variable, one thing that immediately comes to mind is that, in fact mortuary behavior in Indus cities is also not always confined to specific mortuary spaces—like formal cemeteries; for example, at the Indus city of Mohenjo Daro, the human remains themselves are not confined to a particular space but are instead found scattered in the everyday spaces of the city: a stairwell, lanes, a room in a house (Fig. 3.2). Perhaps the long-noted lack of monumental architecture and the lack of homogeneous mortuary ritual that I will demonstrate here might be explained by immigration but also by an intermingling of the spiritual and the secular, the ritual and mundane categories of life. Just as today’s god and goddesses reside on the human landscape of South Asia—their exploits occurring in historical time and in the forests and mountains of the observable, physical landscape—human death too is mingled with the sights, sounds and scents of the city as it is paraded through the urban spaces on a path to the afterlife. Perhaps in the Indus, burials and other forms of interment represent those thousand little spiritual traditions that bridged the worlds of the living and the dead as well as the city and the natal village. This is the concept I want to explore in this chapter.

FIGURE 3.2 IS OMITTED FROM THIS FORMATTED DOCUMENT

Figure 3.2. Mohenjo Daro skeletons are not found in what would be considered a formal cemetery. These individuals in the lane between houses in the VS Area are typical of the site, wherein most of the skeletons are found in public lanes and residential areas. (Reproduced from Marshall 1931)

3.2 Describing Things: The Cities, the Burials, and the Bodies in Relation

3.2.1 Mohenjo Daro

Mohenjo Daro was the largest, and remains the most visually impressive city at the core of urban centers in the Indus River Valley. It provides perhaps the strongest possible evidence that the Indus civilization had no common mortuary tradition but also that rituals surrounding death and the memories of the dead are found in the ordinary spaces of life in the city. Mohenjo Daro does not appear to have a formal space reserved for mortuary ritual. Instead, parts of 37 individual bodies have been recovered from different areas of the archaeological site (Dales 1964); 32
complete skeletons and remains from five additional fragmentary, incomplete (or “fractional”) individuals were excavated from within buildings, lanes, and stairwells of the city’s lower town. Remains from three additional skeletons were included in the fill of accumulated debris in a courtyard of an Intermediate Period\(^2\) house (House III, HR Area), possibly dumped there in preparation for a building phase in the Late Period of the site (Dales 1964). Later excavations by Mackay (1938) uncovered another 13 skeletons: bones from 9 skeletons\(^3\) (remains of 4 adults and 5 subadults) interred “in a heap” in a lane; and 2 skeletons in a stairwell.\(^4\) Two isolated skulls were discovered nearby, one in the lane above the stairwell and one in a pit at the bottom of the stairwell. Marshall (1931) also excavated a handful of fractional secondary burials, post–cremation urns, and 21 additional skeletons at Mohenjo Daro; unfortunately, these were all surface finds so they are not securely dated. He described: 14 skeletons\(^5\) in a house; six skeletons\(^6\) in a lane; and one prone skeleton\(^7\) in another lane.

Perhaps because it was difficult to imagine an explanation for what seems to be a complete lack of a mortuary program at Mohenjo Daro, or perhaps because of the infamous difficulty of obtaining permission to study remains housed at Anthropological Survey of India in Kolkata, these 32 skeletons have been subject to very little research. Because of the relatively bizarre postures in which they were found and lack of a formal cemetery, Marshall (1931) attributed these deaths to bandits and raiders from marauding tribes of the Indus Valley hinterlands. Wheeler (1953) saw these haphazard assemblages as evidence for a massacre that was perhaps part of a larger invasion of “Aryans” (Indo-European language speakers) who brought about the end of the first urbanization phase in the subcontinent. This interpretation is obviously incorrect as there was no Aryan Invasion (Danino 2016; Mushrif Tripathy et al. 2014; Walimbe 2016); however, the greatest challenge to interpreting this assemblage is that dates for the skeletal material are uncertain. According to Hargreaves (the person who excavated the first set of remains described above), four of the 14 skeletons in Room 74 were lying partly over the remains of the south wall of the chamber, thus proving that death must have taken place at some point after the wall in question had fallen to ruin. Marshall (1931) disputed this claim, saying that the wall was part of the Intermediate Period of the city’s occupation and, thus, the skeletons were from the Late Period.\(^8\) Unfortunately, the remains themselves have yet to be dated using AMS, which should eventually be done.

It appears likely that many of these individuals at Mohenjo Daro are from the Late Period of the Indus Age. Of the six skeletons in the VS Area\(^5\), Marshall suggested they represented interments that intruded into the area that had earlier been a lane, causing the appearance of them having been left in the middle of the lane (Dales 1964). However, an examination of the photographs of

\(^2\) Mohenjo Daro was occupied between c. 2500–1900 BCE and the excavators (Marshall 1931, p. 10) divided the site into rough temporal divisions based on the stratigraphy and apparent shifts in material culture such that the Intermediate Period is strata 4–6 and the Late Period is strata 1–3. The Early Period is comprised by the seventh stratum and below. Marshall’s excavations stopped at the seventh stratum. The Intermediate Period roughly corresponds to c. 2400–2200 BCE.

\(^3\) Long Lane (DK Area) between block 10a and 11

\(^4\) Room 42 of block 8a

\(^5\) Room 74 of House V, in Section B of the HR Area

\(^6\) Lane 4 of the VS Area, between Houses XVIII and XXXIII

\(^7\) Deadman’s Lane, HR Area, Section A.8

\(^8\) Roughly corresponding to the end of the second millennium BCE.
these individuals calls this idea into question. The bodies are far from one another and yet appear to have been interred at the same stratigraphic level, making individual graves improbable. Also, the limbs and the bones of the pelvis and shoulders are splayed in a manner that is inconsistent with interment in a grave. These individuals appear to have decomposed in an open area or a large pit. This is also true of most of the other assemblages at Mohenjo Daro (such as the 9 skeletons in the DK Area).

The only bioarchaeological work that has been done was conducted by Kennedy (1984, 1987, 1990, 2000) and Lovell (1997), who examined the skeletal material from Mohenjo Daro and reported evidence for healed traumatic injuries and that almost 20% of the individuals had evidence of abnormal porosity on the cranial vault bones that suggested a genetic form of anemia was becoming prevalent due to a heterozygous advantage in resistance to malaria (Lovell 2016). These remains could be restudied to describe the traumatic injuries, obtain AMS dates, and apply an isotopic approach to reconstruct the geographical origins of these individuals. Modern archaeological techniques must be applied to these long-standing questions about when these individuals died, what was their relationship to the city, and how they came to be interred in this fashion. However, the evidence from Mohenjo Daro does provide support for the argument that heterogeneous ritual performances played out in the everyday spaces of the cities because the heterogeneity of the population was anathema to a common tradition and centralized ritual spaces.

3.2.2 Harappa

Harappa was one of the largest cities in the Indus River Valley and served as a kind of “type site” of the Harappan civilization because it was first scientifically investigated in 1926. It is the longest studied site—with more than 25 seasons of excavation—and one that has yielded highly significant insights to the complexity, social organization, cultural, and ideological aspects of Harappan society. The site is located in the Sahiwal District of Punjab, Pakistan. First occupied around 3300 BCE, the city grew to a population size of approximately 22,000–30,000 inhabitants (Wright 2010, p. 107) between 2600–2450 BCE, until it covered approximately 150 ha at the height of the Mature Period (2450–2150 BCE). There are two formal cemeteries here but the dead were not confined to those spaces. Here again, there were many instances of human remains (primarily skulls) uncovered outside of the recognized burial areas (Kenoyer and Meadow 2016), particularly on Mound AB, but the majority of individuals were interred in 280 burials that have been excavated at Harappa from three burial areas—two cemeteries (R-37 and H) and an ossuary, or pit of bones, at Area G.

2014b; Robbins Schug et al. 2012), and infection and disease patterns (Robbins et al. 2006, 2007, 2009; Robbins Schug 2016, 2017; Robbins Schug et al. 2018; Robbins Schug et al. 2013). At this point, these remains are the best known and the most completely studied remains of people from any Indus city, although much work remains to be done.

There are several important aspects of the skeletal remains from Harappa that must be taken into consideration. First, they make up only a tiny fraction of the living population of the city and thus are obviously not representative of the spectrum of human experience here across two millennia of occupation (from the earliest settlement at 3300 BCE to the last remaining occupants ca. 1300 BCE). Second, while we know many people died here and were not buried in the cemetery, we do not know why these particular individuals were buried in these areas, and we have yet to understand the full range of variation in what was clearly a highly heterogeneous society. Third, one thing we do know about the individuals buried at Harappa is that the majority of the males studied were not born locally, but the females do appear to have been local (Kenoyer et al. 2013). One isotopic analysis also suggested that the males might have immigrated to the city early in life (Valentine 2016), though these results have yet to be validated. The heterogeneity we see in mortuary treatment at Harappa is certainly due to migration and heterogeneous community membership, and this suggests a rationale or motive for the lack of common ritual experience.

Cemetery R-37 has typically been an exemplar of “Indus mortuary traditions,” but, in fact, disposal of the dead in this cemetery was also heterogeneous. At cemetery R-37, there were a number of individuals buried singly, in rectangular pits and an extended, supine posture, with the body oriented North-South, with the head to the north. This has been classified as the “normative practice,” but even burials that follow these customs are not actually uniform. Some of these graves were lined with bricks, some individuals were buried in a shroud, and some were placed inside a wooden coffin. Additionally, there were four burials excavated by Vats (1940) that contained elements from multiple individuals. Two of these “multiple burials,” 779c and 820, each contained one cranium with visible signs of infectious disease (leprosy) (Robbins Schug et al. 2013).

The mortuary traditions at Harappa (and at numerous other Indus sites) included many episodes of living people interacting with the dead after burial. Kenoyer and Meadow (2016) noted a systemic pattern of disturbance in Cemetery R-37 and described these interactions as a common feature. The living would clear out previous burials, intentionally reburying or dumping the human remains in other areas (Kenoyer and Meadow 2016, p. 151), perhaps suggesting a lack of regard for those buried earlier from other communities. At Area G (Fig. 3.3), interaction with the dead during and after decomposition is evidenced by the piling of 20 human crania, an articulated spinal column, isolated body parts (e.g., entire legs), and one prone burial (G.289) whose cranium was removed and placed to the left of the body when it was interred, which suggests the decapitation occurred as part of the mortuary ritual (Robbins Schug et al. 2018).

**FIGURE 3.3 IS OMITTED FROM THIS FORMATTED DOCUMENT**

**Figure 3.3.** Photograph of the partially complete excavation at Harappa’s Area G, Trench II. Photo taken by M.S. Vats from the North-East corner of Am 42/22 in the 1928–1929 excavation season. (Reproduced from the original at the British Library)
Interaction with the dead continued in the post-urban, or Late Period (1900–1300 BCE). In this cemetery (H), 135 jars\(^9\) were found to contain secondary burials and fractional adult and subadult skeletons, some of whom showed evidence of partial cremation. Here too there was diversity in the mortuary behavior, with earth or “open” burials also found in the earliest (lowest) layers of this cemetery. These individuals were either laid out in a supine, extended posture, or laid on their side with flexed or extended legs, often with arms crossed over their torso. Ceramics were the only grave goods, and were inconsistently present (Possehl 2002).

While some of the mortuary heterogeneity might be explained by high rates of migration and differences in community membership, some of the differences in mortuary treatment might also be due to social inequality, exclusion, and inequities that were exacerbated by the process of urbanization itself. The greatest risk of both trauma and infectious disease at Harappa appears to have been for the individuals who were interred in Area G. Leprosy was relatively common in the 23 individuals interred at Area G (22%), though the sample size from this area is small, and this may be coincidental. Interpersonal violence was also found here at a higher rate than any other Indus city. While subadults were recovered from every burial area, two of nine subadult crania recovered from Area G suffered cranial trauma. Rates of traumatic injury were much lower than in other urban cemeteries (Lovell 2014a, b; Lukacs and Hemphill 1990), and thus we have hypothesized that the individuals buried here were from a community that was more at risk for both infectious disease and interpersonal violence (Robbins Schug 2017; Robbins Schug et al. 2012, 2013).

I have argued elsewhere that this result also supports the idea that the Harappan civilization was at least somewhat hierarchical (Robbins Schug 2017). Archaeological evidence for hierarchy, as opposed to heterarchy (or different, parallel systems of rank) emerges from the archaeological record in the form of exclusion (Crumley 1979, 1995, 2001, 2005). In the skeletal assemblage at Area G, we find piles of skulls and one prone burial. These remains are not included in a formal cemetery, and they are not buried as individuals, in graves, in pots, or in coffins, like those interred in cemetery R-37 or cemetery H. Interpretation of this area requires additional excavation, as there is some question about the temporal context and the relationship between the ossuary and possibly a more formal cemetery located in this area (Kenoyer and Meadow 2016; Kenoyer, personal communication). It remains to be seen, with further excavation, whether there is also a cemetery in Area G, but the nature of this assemblage must still be understood within the context of the rest of the burials at the site. Based on the evidence at hand, these individuals were provided very different treatment, and they demonstrated the most evidence of violence and infectious diseases. This suggests social differentiation and possibly structural violence—a lack of access to basic resources like health and security for some members of a society.

It is also very important to recognize that evidence for traumatic injuries is not limited to Harappa. There is evidence for traumatic injuries at Mohenjo Daro (Kennedy 1990), Kalibangan (Sharma 1999), Rakhigarhi (Lee et al. 2019), Farmana (Mushrif Tripathy and Shinde 2019), and Lothal (Sarkar 1972, 1985). Thus, although the mortuary traditions are not held in common

\(^9\) Of these interments, only 26 individuals were from the post-urban Late Period (1900–1700 BCE), 78 were from a later Chalcolithic Period (1700–1300 BCE).
across different cities in different areas of the Indus civilization, there are common elements; the evidence of interpersonal violence is among those common elements.

3.3 Post-urban Communities and Cities Outside the Core Indus Valley Territory are Similarly Diverse

A number of important cities are located outside of the core Indus River Valley, which has led archaeologists to expand their conception of the “core Indus territory” since their discovery post-Independence (1947 CE). Archaeological surveys have also located at least 106 Indus sites in the Sindh region of contemporary Gujarat and 239 sites in Cholistan, in northwest India (Possehl 2002: 50). The Mature Period (2600–1900 BCE) settlements in these regions maintain the typical features of Indus urban identity and material culture but they are far outside of the Indus Valley. Typically, these cities are located along the banks of (or in the beds of) rivers, tributaries, and canals leading off of the Ghaggar-Hakra river system (Singh et al. 2011). Many of these cities were really large, and they formed an integral part of the civilization (Kalibangan, Dholavira, Rakhigarhi). Some of them were smaller (Balathal, Farmana) but have yielded critical evidence as to mortuary variation.

3.3.1 Balathal

Balathal is one of the most fascinating sites in regard to mortuary behavior in the Indus Age despite having skeletal remains from only five individuals (Robbins et al. 2006, 2007, 2009). Of the handful of people buried at Balathal, three individuals were Early Historic and two were buried from the Mature Period, including one middle-aged man, approximately 45 years of age, with a severe case of leprosy (Robbins et al. 2009). This individual was interred inside a stone enclosure 500 m² (27 m × 37 m) at the eastern edge of the settlement. While the structure was said to resemble an Indus “citadel,” it was empty except for stratified layers of vitrified cow dung ash that appeared to have accumulated after the dung was tossed in from the top of the wall and then periodically burned. At approximately 2.66 m down, in layer 7 of the NE quadrant, the middle-aged man with leprosy was laid directly on the surface in a tightly flexed burial. Higher layers in the sequence were undisturbed, suggesting the burial dates to 2500–2000 BCE.

The presence of severe mycobacterial infection at Harappan-era sites in the Thar desert of India, far from Harappa, supports the suggestion that these mycobacterial pathogens might have emigrated here as a consequence of the exchange network, migration, and contact (Monot et al. 2005; Pinhasi et al. 2006; Robbins et al. 2009). More interesting for this discussion is the mortuary behavior. The man with leprosy is the only known example of an individual interred in a stone enclosure of this magnitude and within layers of vitrified cow dung ash. In all likelihood this does not represent a tradition that was brought to Balathal from this individual’s natal place (as it is unprecedented) but, rather, represents an attempt to ritually control or exert influence on this individual’s journey to the afterlife (Robbins Schug 2016). It is not clear whether the burial is deviant in relation to necrophobia or if the mortuary treatment was to facilitate his journey after death; however, it should be noted that cow dung in Hinduism historically is the most purifying substance and is used to correct the deepest forms of spiritual corruption. This burial could suggest an exception to the concept of ritual and spiritual practice occurring within the
everyday spaces of life; rather in this case, the individual was secluded within a veritable fortress dedicated to his burial and entirely walled off from the everyday space of the city.

3.3.2 Dholavira

The site of Dholavira demonstrates important evidence of mortuary variation, traditions that maintained regular interaction among the living and the dead, and connections to everyday life in the city. This 70-hectare site was occupied in the post-urban, or Late Period (2000–1800 BCE). It is located in Gujarat, in a particularly challenging environment with infrequent and low volume of rainfall, and little opportunity for agricultural production although rain water storage and abundant marine resources made up for the harsh landscape (Bisht 2015). The site has a cemetery located southwest of the main town. The mortuary treatment here demonstrates even more diversity than other Indus sites. There are two primary burials, one in a grave and the other buried within the ruins of the lower town, but there are five additional types of burials at Dholavira that do not have parallels in any other Indus cities thus far excavated; however, similar mortuary monuments may be present in surrounding Harappan communities (which have yet to be systematically investigated) (Bisht 2015, p. 633). Remarkably, at Dholavira there are hemispherical monuments (or tumuli) here that are most similar to those found in Dilmun; rectangular rock-cut, cist, or built stone memorials; round or oval cairns; composite burials; and fractional, secondary burials.

Aside from the two primary burials and a few fractional burials, the site’s mortuary complex is devoid of human remains. Although the 36 monuments in the western part of the cemetery that were excavated did not yield human remains, all were built above an underground pit in which there were funerary offerings: pottery, beads, gold, and jewelry. Like many graves containing skeletons at Indus sites, these pits were oriented North-South; the overlying monuments had orientation varying from North-South, East-West, or Northeast-Northwest. The archaeologists have suggested that perhaps these mortuary monuments were raised to honor the memory of those who died locally, but were disposed of in some other fashion. However, given the wide-ranging network of exchange, and the presence of so many foreigners in the cemetery at Harappa, it is also possible that these structures were constructed as monuments to those who died elsewhere, either in preparation for the eventual return of the remains, or perhaps with the knowledge that those remains would not return but necessitated acknowledgement of their death in a foreign place.

Archaeological evidence suggests the mortuary area at Dholavira was intimately tied to everyday life in the city. A long, wide path was built in the Bronze Age, which connected the top of the living city’s outer wall to the tumulus. Two circular structures (Tumulus I and II) were built by Indus people, and archaeologists have suggested these resembled buried water reservoirs, located in the midst of the cemetery, with graves surrounding them to the north, south, and west. These are rock-cut chambers, surrounded by mud-brick structures in two tiers. In addition, six of the mortuary tumuli are arranged on the banks of another buried water body. Remote sensing was used to establish the function of this feature, which may have been a water storage facility, but additional investigation is required. Other evidence of ceremonial activity includes the painting of the cists or cists in cairns with red ochre. Some of these cists contained a small space, just large enough to seat a person, in which the archaeologists have suggested a priest or family
member might have inserted offerings (Bisht 2015, p. 639). In this case, the memorials to the
dead were given a dedicated space but with concrete connection to the city in the form of
passageways for pilgrimages and other interactions.

Finally, like the evidence from major Indus cities like Harappa and Mohenjo Daro, unlike these
tumuli, the human remains at Dholavira were not confined to a mortuary area or necropolis, but
were found within the habitation area itself. There was a skull stuck in a drain leading away from
a structure known as “the castle,” and some human remains were located on top of the defensive
wall (Bisht 2015, p. 645). There are also graves located in the lower town itself, but these date to
a time after the Mature Period ended.

3.3.3 Sanauli

Sanauli is located on an ancient oxbow lake bed near the Yumna River, about 80 km north of
New Delhi. This cemetery (which is not associated with a settlement) dates to the post-urban,
disintegration phase of the Harappan civilization (2000–1800 BCE) and is contemporaneous
with Cemetery H at Harappa (Prabhakar 2012; Sharma et al. 2003, 2007). The first season of
excavation, from 2005–2006 by DV Sharma, exposed 116 graves in what has been called the
“classic Harappan tradition”—52 primary extended burials, which were primarily oriented
Northwest-Southeast (head to the northwest), 35 secondary burials, and 29 symbolic burials
(without skeletal remains). These were studied by Dr. SR Walimbe, who discovered that one
double secondary burial contained two males (both aged 30–35 years), and one triple secondary
burial contained the bones of three skeletons placed in anatomical position alongside one
another. One cranium was placed upside down, and the other two were missing (Sharma et al.
2007). In fact, this Late Harappan cemetery demonstrates some of the range of variation typical
of sites from this time and this mention of skulls being placed upside down in the grave suggests
that the mortuary tradition was not so straightforward as “primary inhumations in a cemetery“
but rather interaction after a period decomposition was part of the mortuary behavior.

However, an excavation conducted at this same site in 2018 uncovered some of the most
spectacular mortuary diversity in this region of India. This excavation revealed a cemetery that
connects the post-urban phase Harappan cemetery traditions described above and typical Late
Harappan material culture—Harappan script, decorative motifs, figurines, ivory combs, carnelian
beads—with (1) the ceramic styles of the so-called “Ochre Coloured Pottery (OCP) Culture” and
(2) the copper and gold weapons, jewelry, and other adornments typically associated with
“Copper Hoard Culture” of the eastern Gangetic Plains. While the mortuary traditions and
material culture in the burials excavated at Sanauli in the initial round of excavation (2005–6)
shared many features with other post-urban Harappan sites (Prabhakar 2012; Sharma et al. 2003,
2007), the more recent excavations by the Archaeological Survey of India in 2018, directed by
S.K. Manjul, have yielded striking differences with what has been labeled the “Mature Harappan
mortuary tradition” (Kumar 2019).

At Sanauli, archaeologists have found one grave that contained two four-legged coffins, the tops
of which are decorated with carvings and which were covered with a thin plate of copper (Kumar
2019). This one very large grave also contained two chariots of wood and copper that were
buried next to the coffins. The ceramics found in these burials are all from the OCP culture,
similar to the pottery found at Faizabad, Sultanpur, and Kalibangan (Kumar 2019). At Sanauli, weapons are also found in the burials, including antennae swords and other forms typically found in the “Copper Hoard Culture.” While the mortuary treatment has been initially described (Kumar 2019), additional analysis and publications are eagerly awaited. The bioarchaeological analysis has yet to be performed, and this is a critical step toward understanding the site and its relationship to the Harappan civilization.

3.3.4 Kalibangan

The ancient small city of Kalibangan is another site occupied during the Mature Period and located in the northwestern region of Rajasthan, approximately 200 km southeast of Harappa and 300 km northwest of New Delhi. Kalibangan was excavated by the Archaeological Survey of India over nine field seasons beginning in 1959, and five cultural phases were delineated. The city was first occupied in the Early (2920–2550 BCE) and Mature (radiocarbon dates were 2550–2440 BCE) Periods (Allchin and Allchin 1982:159). At its height, the city probably included about 800–1000 residents (Possehl 2002, p. 173). The city was constructed of mud brick as well as stone. The Early Harappan Period settlement does not appear to have had a regular plan, but in the Mature Period settlement, the main thoroughfares are oriented in a North-South direction, with lanes running East-West in a fashion similar to Mohenjo Daro. The settlement pattern, with a mud-brick citadel on the western end of the site and a lower residential area to the east, has led some archaeologists to consider Kalibangan one of the provincial government centers of the Harappan civilization, like Harappa and Mohenjo Daro. This city was, however, much smaller than these other urban centers, with an estimated population size in the mature phase of 1000 inhabitants in the lower town (8.6 ha). The bricks had standardized dimensions (3:2:1) that differ from the standard associated with the Mature Harappan Phase in the Indus River Valley (4:2:1), but they were nonetheless standardized according to the Indus concept.

Like Harappa and unlike the other sites discussed above, the dead were interred in a formal cemetery, 300 m West-Southwest of the higher town, of 102 burials, most of which remain unexcavated (Possehl 2002, p. 173). Primary burials (n = 88) were in rectangular or oval pits, their bodies in an extended, supine posture (Sharma 1999). Grave goods included ceramics and decorative items. However, there were also secondary burials, which occurred in pots buried in round pits; “symbolic” burials contained only ceramics. Each tradition had its own demarcated geographical area in the cemetery, which could represent different communities within Kalibangan society or various social strata; the symbolic burials could represent individuals who died far from the city but whose families chose to mark their memory in the cemetery. Sharma (1999) also suggested that within each area there were spatially clustered burials that might represent familial units.

3.3.5 Rakhigarhi

Rakhigarhi (2600–2200 BCE) is located 150 km northwest of New Delhi. At a size of more than 2.2 km², it is one of the largest Harappan cities outside of the Indus River Valley, in India (Dibyopama et al. 2015; Nath 1999, 2001; Nath et al. 2014; 2015). Recent excavations at Rakhigarhi (Shinde et al. 2012; Shinde et al. 2018a) have yielded a large, well-preserved cemetery and in combination with excavations at Farmana (Shinde 2006; Shinde and Osada
2008; Shinde et al. 2011; Mushrif Tripathy and Shinde 2019), important new information about mortuary behavior and Harappan society in northwest India has been gained (Mushrif Tripathy and Shinde 2019; Shinde et al. 2018a, b; Woo et al. 2018).

Excavations here have demonstrated a cemetery, north of the settlement. The cemetery does not really have a single, monolithic mortuary tradition. Of 53 burials excavated here, 35 were primary interments of single individuals in rectangular graves, and the other 18 excavated burials were not treated in that manner (Shinde et al. 2018a). Bodies interred in single inhumations were primarily placed with their heads to the north; grave goods included ceramics and gold and bead jewelry. Thirty-six percent of individuals had different mortuary treatments (Shinde et al. 2018a).

Mortuary elements shared in common across Harappa, Rakhigarhi, Farmana, and Kalibangan include the designation of a formal cemetery apart from the city, the inclusion of pottery and other artifacts in graves, the apparently haphazard disregard for intrusion on earlier interments, graves oriented roughly North-South for primary interments, and the predominance of the extended, supine posture of skeletons (Kenoyer and Meadow 2016; Mushrif Tripathy and Shinde 2019; Sharma 1999; Shinde et al. 2018a).

All of the variants in mortuary treatment described as “atypical” at Rakhigarhi—brick-lined graves, multiple burials, secondary pot burial, burial of subadults, and bodies in a prone posture—are actually elements of mortuary behavior that have also been reported at Harappa (Kenoyer and Meadow 2016; Robbins Schug 2016, 2017; Robbins Schug and Blevins 2016; Robbins Schug et al. 2012, 2013, 2018; Sastri 1965; Wheeler 1953; Vats 1940). While these variants are less common, they are not unique, and with one-third of individuals falling into this category, they are not really “atypical.”

Three individuals at Rakhigarhi were buried in a prone posture. One of the prone individuals was a young adult female in a brick-lined grave, while two others were young adult males. All these burials had a large quantity of fine ceramics, which the authors interpreted as indicating that high social status might have been ascribed to these individuals. In all three cases, there was no evidence of necrophobia or intentional disrespect. The prone burial posture is relatively rare worldwide, but has been described at Kalibangan (Sharma 1999) and in two burial areas at Harappa: cemetery R-37 (Kenoyer and Meadow 2016) and Area G (Robbins Schug et al. 2018). At Kalibangan, individual 29 was interred in a prone posture, over a bed of ceramics. Two Rakhigarhi burials also occurred on a bed of pottery, but the skeletons were not face-down. At Harappa, Kenoyer and Meadow (2016) state that all of the graves excavated in cemetery R-37 that contained single individuals were placed in a supine posture, except for one adult female (152a), who was buried in a prone position (Kenoyer and Meadow 2016). The description of this individual suggests the burial was disturbed, and the excavators were unsure if this posture was how the body was originally laid out or was a product of later disturbance, particularly given the positioning of her feet on her pelvis. Vats (1940) also excavated a prone burial at Area G at Harappa. In this area, the skeletal materials are located below a large deposit of ceramics, not above (Robbins Schug et al. 2018). In this trench, located southeast of the city wall around Mound E, there was also a collection of isolated post-cranial remains of humans and other animals and a single prone burial described in the section on Harappa above.
Shinde et al. (2018a) describe evidence for burial of eight subadult individuals at Rakhigarhi as “atypical” for an Indus city, but that practice is not in fact, atypical. Their report does not indicate subadults were treated differently other than that they had fewer grave offerings. Kenoyer and Meadow (2016) reported 15 subadult skeletons (under 16 years of age) in Cemetery R-37 at Harappa. Like Rakhigarhi, subadults buried in cemetery R-37 at Harappa also had no pottery and no ornaments. There were 33 subadults in the materials studied by Robbins Schug and colleagues (Robbins Schug and Blevins 2016; Robbins Schug et al. 2012, 2013) from the earlier excavations at Harappa: three from R-37, nine from Area G, six from cemetery H stratum I, and 15 from stratum II. The subadults in cemetery H were each buried with an adult female. What has been described as “atypical” at Rakhigarhi is in fact within the broad range of variation for Indus mortuary behavior if we approach the data honestly and abandon the notion of supine, single interments as a normative practice in the Indus Age.

### 3.3.6 Farmana

Farmana was an Early (3500–2600 BCE) to Mature Period (2600–2000 BCE) site located southeast of Rakhigarhi in the state of Haryana (Shinde 2006; Shinde et al. 2008, 2011). The site has a classic Mature Period cemetery, situated 900 m northwest of the site, where 70 primary, secondary and “symbolic” burials have been excavated (Mushrif Tripathy and Shinde 2019). All the graves (whether or not they contained a human burial) were rectangular in shape and cut large enough for an adult human body, but the graves vary somewhat in their orientation, North-South and Northwest-Southeast. Unlike other sites, at Farmana, ceramics were invariably placed near the head; copper jewelry and beads were also included in the burials. Skeletons were found in 30 of the primary burials, which were placed in a supine, extended posture. The burials were all single individuals with the exception of one double burial. Subadult individuals, as well as adult males and females were buried in the cemetery.

### 3.4 Discussion and Conclusion

Cities are social landscapes, providing opportunities for immigrants to engage in new forms of interaction, economy, and politics. In many cases, a heterogeneous urban immigrant community might seek to integrate themselves or their communities into a pre-existing social fabric: as Monica Smith writes,

> “Because cities even in ancient times grew quickly through migration, there must have been many cases in which nearly everyone in a newly emergent city was a migrant or a first-generation offspring of migrants. Only when cities had been in place for some time would there have been any sense of established residents, and they would have been continually juxtaposed against more recent immigrants who brought with them their own social networks and settled in communities where they shared languages, customs, religion, or national backgrounds” (Smith 2014: p. 315). In the case of the Indus civilization, there were some Mature Period cities that developed from previously existing Early Harappa communities, at the type site of Harappa or at Kalibangan, for example. In other cases, like Mohenjo Daro, the city was built from the ground up and there was no pre-existing town on that precise spot. Everyone was an immigrant, tied to their natal communities and their own little traditions in their spiritual and ritual life.
The Indus civilization cities are paradoxical in an important way. The civilization is well known, on the one hand, for an unprecedented level of highly standardized city planning, sanitation and water management, weights and measures, seals and script in South Asia. On the other hand, we know the human population was comprised of a very diverse population of immigrants, people who moved to the cities in the tens of thousands upon their completion ca. 2500 BCE. The material culture was strongly uniform over the entire Indus territory, yet the population was highly heterogeneous (Kenoyer 2005; Possehl 2002; Shinde 2016; Wright 2010) and as has been demonstrates, the mortality behavior also highly diverse.

The mortuary treatment suggests the city’s inhabitants largely did not share ethnic or community membership, histories or sociocultural traditions, spiritual or ritual practices; nor did a common tradition emerge after centuries of urban habitation. Another striking feature I have tried to demonstrate is that mortuary ritual is not always confined to specific spaces in these settlements; instead, the living and the dead interacted and often shared urban settings, like streets, wells, or rooms. Many archaeologists have also wondered why there is no evidence for big public ritual facilities in Indus cities but perhaps that is because the relationships with god and goddesses were also maintained in highly individual or small-group based performances—interacting with terracotta figurines, in the making of the tiny stamp seals that portrayed religious figures or rituals, and in the painting of spiritual figures on ceramics—that occurred in diffuse locations throughout the city. No monumental religious architecture was required. Perhaps the urban landscape itself was fundamentally a space of both secular and spiritual interaction: migrants, traders, and local people lived and/or worked in this place, they experienced both the secular and the spiritual moments of their lives in these newly built environments. Perhaps the mundane streets and houses of the city itself contained spiritual meaning and memories.

The mortuary traditions found in Indus cities seem to reflect this idea of little traditions, the diversity of the cities and their people. This chapter clearly demonstrates that the major common feature of mortuary traditions across and within Indus cities is the heterogeneity of the treatment of human remains. Bodies and parts of bodies are not restricted to mortuary areas, but they can be found in residential and public areas as well as in cemeteries or necropolises. Clearly there was regular interaction with the dead. At Dholavira, the necropolis is a rare example of shared public ritual space. The grave sites of Harappa were regularly disturbed. This heterogeneity not only confirms diverse community memberships re-enacted in diverse ritual performances of death, but in some cases, explicit connections were being made to histories, people, and places far from Indus cities themselves. While the landscape of the city represented economic opportunities and a kind of proto-historic multicultural society of people with diverse identities, it was also a place devoid of shared spiritual meaning (memories, monuments, and religious spaces). The treatment of the dead was one arena for ritual and spiritual practice, and here the idea of diverse small traditions is confirmed.

In this chapter, I have presented one explanation for the heterogeneous mortuary behavior in Indus cities, for the lack of monumentality in general, and for the apparent lack of interest in deep integration or state-level control over any aspect of life not related to economic or organizational relationships. By extension, I also present a possible explanation for why it became so easy for so many to walk away from these cities once the commercial opportunities
folded in on themselves. Perhaps there was only a shallow degree of connectivity among the
diverse inhabitants of these communities. When climate, economic, and other social changes
made urban life untenable, their ties to kin in their natal villages, familiarity with other lifestyles
in outside communities, and lack of deep ties to the city “enabled rural dwellers to seek ‘safety in
numbers’ at times of … crisis and enabled urban dwellers to take advantage of rural economic
opportunities and to disperse into the countryside when urban warfare, natural disasters, or
epidemics made cities unappealing” (Smith 2014: p. 315) Although Smith was not speaking
explicitly about the Indus context in this quote, it is remarkably applicable here.

Rather than wondering why people appear to have abandoned the cities and left behind all the
“Indus traditions” (ceramic styles, script, weights and measures) at the end of the Mature Period
(1900 BC), this model would suggest that shared features of the civilization were actually
shallow in meaning and once the economic party was over, the inhabitants of the cities simply
packed up and went back home, leaving all the artifacts of exchange behind. This model begs the
question, if many of the individuals buried in the Indus cities are not “Indus people” but instead
immigrants from places far afield, how should we define “Indus people” and in what far off
places might we find them? Aside from the archaeological implications of this project, it might
also seem to have contemporary relevance as understanding urban community dynamics
becomes an important part of predicting migrant flows—and their implications for pathogen
flows and other human health impacts—in the planning for a changing climate. Climate change
will impact population sizes and mobility and migration is a principal biocultural response to
changing environments; however, bioarchaeology demonstrates that not everyone moves in the
face of environmental changes. It is the historical and sociocultural dynamics of human agency
that determine diverse responses in human communities and the outcomes of those different
strategies and bioarchaeology can provide a more nuanced view of who leaves and who might
choose to remain.
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